of the experiments, the data, are used to update the probabilities in the primary decision problem. The economic value of the experiment is the well-known value of imperfect information.
The drawback to the theoretical approach is that the data are functions. Practical methods for encoding prior distributions over functions do not exist. Therefore, the traditional approach is to parameterize the data.
Our approach is unique because we show that for an interesting class of decision problems, arbitrary parameterization is not necessary. The value of any data depends probabilistically only on the prior covariances of the posterior means. For independent state variables this quantity reduces to an estimate of how much the mean of a probability density function will shift during an experiment. All of these activities are directed towards updating our estimates of the outcome or value. Their worth depends on the prior assessment of how much they might change our decision and the subsequent gain in expected value. However, for complex decision problems finding the exact value of data requires an excessive amount of encoding and computation. The analyst needs to be able to make rapid, approximate value of information calculations. This paper aodresses the class of decision problems where the value function is approximately quadratic in both decision and state variibles.
The main result is that the value of an experiment depends only on the prior variance of the posterior mean. This is a tremendous simplification over thft general case where the value of information depends on the prior probability distribution of the posterior probability distribution.
After we have proved the main result, we examine special cases to show that this is not a new idea but a generalization of an old one. The special cases and the discussion also identify the data required to operationalize the theorem.
Preliminaries
In this section we intror'uce inferential notation and the general terminology required to describe the decision problem.
Notation
Inferential notation explicitly conditions all probabilities on a - However, in the basic decision problem illustrated in Fig. 1(b We assume that s independent of _d in the sense that
This assumption is not restrictive. When the state variables are dependent on the decision variables the problem can normally be reformulated so that the dependence appears in the value function.
The basic decision problem under uncertainty is to maximize the expectation of v :
The expansion rule from elementary probability theory is (1.7) <K|e>= f <icly,e> {y|e} .
Using this rule, we can show that the inferential symbol for the expectation in (1.6) is <v|d,e> :
The expectations in (1.6) and (1.8) are the same since the expected value of v , given _s and d is deterministically v(_s^d) .
We define d (6) However, before D is revealed we must compute the prior expectation of this quantity : 
These assumptions reduce algebraic complexity without sacrificing generality.
We write the quadratic value function as Chronologically, we receive the data about the state variables.
Then we set the decision vector, and finally nature sets the state variables. The state variables are independent of the decision variables but not necessarily independent of each other. We assume that the decision maker is risk-indifferent so that maximizing the value function is equivalent to maximizing the decision maker's von Neumann-Morgens tern utility function.
With these preliminatires we can state the theorem:
THEOREM: For the quadratic value function The proof is in two parts corresponding to the two terms of (2,10).
First we determine the prior maximum expected value <v[d*(6),S> ;
then we determine the expected value given the opportunity to maximize after the data is received <v ld*(D,fJ) ,D,6> .
To find <v[d*(£),e> we start with the prior expected value <vld,£> . Recalling that the expected value of the state variables are all zero, the prior expectation of (2.8) is
The first-order necessary condition for <v |d (6),S> to be an unconstrained maximum is that the gradient be zero at d (£) :
(2.12) y <v|d (e) > e> -0'
Taking the gradient of (2.11) and setting it to zero, we have (2 The trace of a matrix is the sum of its diagonal elements. The value of data has two major components. The basic decision problem is specified by E , and the experiment is described by C . We consider E -co CO and C briefly for the general case. Then for the case that is most common we discuss how E and C could be generated.
-co -co follows directly from (3.2) for a true quadratic value function since the matrices G and H are specified. For a problem that is only approximately quadratic, G and H can be found by expanding a Taylor series about the point (<s|e>,_d (C)) = (0,0) : WhCi. the data is clairvoyance on the state variables _s , (3.1) reduces to (3.7) <V c le>--\ trace E co _C .
If we consider the posterior means <s|D,£> as random variables, comparison of (3.7) and (3.1) implies that the value of data is the value of clairvoyance on the posterior means. In most practical problems the value of clairvoyance on the posterior mean is much easier to compute than the value of clairvoyance on the data itself.
An Interesting Special Caie
The most interesting special case occurs when either E co or C D is a diagonal matrix. Then the value of data becomes The theorem states that the prior variance <s|e> has two sources. The expected posterior variance ^.< s|D,6>|6^ is a residual variance which will not be resolved by the experiment that generates the data D .
The prior variance of the posterior mean ^><s|D,P>|e^ is the portion of the prior variance that will be resolved üV the experiment. Experiments That Do Not Involve Sampling
Encoding and modeling are analogous to sampling because they partially resolve uncertainty about the state variable s . Encoding the parameter r or equivalently V <<slD,e>le> should be no more difficult for these cases than for sampling.
Con.-.lusion
Application of the approximate value of information is a two-step process. First, the value function must be approximated by a Taylor series. This step is routine given deterministic sensitivity data. 
